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The Trust has just put a new publication online: Archaeological 
work at Sittingbourne Paper Mill, 2011–12 (see https://
www.canterburytrust.co.uk/occasional-papers). The work 
consisted of an archaeological evaluation followed by open 
area excavations, on part of the former Sittingbourne Paper 
Mill site just north-west of Sittingbourne town centre, between 
December 2011 and the end of March 2012. The work was 
commissioned by Essential Land (Sittingbourne Ltd) and 
Optimisation Developments Ltd on behalf of Wm Morrison 
Supermarkets plc, as part of preparations for the proposed 
(Phase 1) redevelopment of the site. The overall site has been 
part of an industrial complex for at least 150 years and while the 
majority of the paper mill buildings had been demolished, all 
of the site was covered with hardstanding 
with a number of significant constraints 
on the fieldwork. Twenty-three evaluation 
trenches and three test-pits were excavated 
by machine across the development area. 
These indicated the survival of significant 
archaeological deposits in four areas that 
Kent County Council Heritage Conservation 
decided required additional investigation.

The site lies at the head of the tidal Milton 
Creek, into which three streams historically 
flowed, one, the central Sittingbourne 
Stream actually though the site. These 
watercourses would have attracted human 
occupation from prehistoric times and also 
have influenced the placing of the earliest 
mill, which appears to date from the early eighteenth century 
although this mostly lay just outside the site boundaries of 
Phase 1.

The earliest evidence of activity on the site (late Neolithic/
early Bronze Age) was represented by struck flint implements 
and flint-working waste recovered from a waterlogged infill 
of a shallow depression which traversed the main excavation 
area. This probably water-lain deposit either formed below a 
spring-line on the eastern side of and toward the head of a 
relict arm of Milton Creek or represents a marshy area adjacent 
to the Sittingbourne Stream. Large quantities of flint nodules 
and pebbles, which formed small ‘islands’ and paths were 
found to punctuate this boggy area suggesting attempts at the 
consolidation of this marshy ground. Little or no evidence of 
later prehistoric, Roman or Anglo-Saxon activity was identified.

The main phase of early activity dated to the medieval 
period (late eleventh to mid thirteenth century) and consisted 
of a rectilinear field system defined by ditches, which formed 
fields running along the banks of the stream or creek. During 
a slightly later phase, scattered pits, some of which were for 
clay extraction were excavated within the fields, and used 
on an ad hoc basis for rubbish disposal, though artefactual 
evidence was relatively minimal. No definite buildings or other 
structures dating to this time were present. The recovered 
finds assemblages were also not in quantities which would 
necessarily suggest domestic occupation on the site itself, 
though associated settlement would not have been far away. 

The annual Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture will take place 
on Saturday 5 March, 6pm. It will be presented by the Trust 
Director, Alison Hicks, and provides a round-up of the Trust’s 
activities during the past year. 

The lecture is arranged as a joint event between the Friends of 
Canterbury Archaeological Trust and the Canterbury Historical 
and Archaeological Society. It is named after Dr Frank Jenkins, 

In September 2021, the Friends of Westgate Parks and student 
volunteers, led by Jake Weekes and Andy Macintosh of CAT, 
excavated a 2m by 2m test pit in Westgate Gardens. We were 
looking for further evidence of Romano-British roadside activity 
next to Watling Street, which runs through the park. 

Blake Galloway, of Canterbury Christ Church University, 
writes:

As a student volunteer, I was not expecting to have too 
much to do over the weekend; however, I was very pleasantly 
surprised.

We spent a lot of time mattocking down the trench, layer by 
layer, as well as shoveling the loose out of the trench. This is 
how I got taught the famous ‘shoveler’s flick’… I still don’t think 
I have it mastered just yet. I was also trusted with trowling 
back the surfaces and cleaning the trench edges, something we 
spent a lot of time doing. I remember when another volunteer 
dug their mattock into the ground and when they pulled it out, 
they revealed a flash of orangey pink. I yelled to stop just as 
the mattock was going back down onto it and pulled out a 

The Trust has been closely involved with investigations at 
Dover Maison Dieu – the modern Town hall – over the last three 
years, undertaking both exploratory excavations and building 
recording work. Still in regular use today, this is a building with 
a very long, complicated history, its important status being 
recognised through its designation as both a Grade 1 Listed 
Building and a Scheduled Monument.  

Outline history of the site
The standing building incorporates substantial remains of 
the important medieval hospital of St Mary (or Maison Dieu), 
founded sometime during the early thirteenth century, next 
to the main road leading out of Dover to Canterbury and 
London, with the River Dour close-by. The hospital complex 
and its grounds eventually expanded to cover a considerable 
area that extended north-eastwards across the river, although 
the principal buildings were always focused adjacent to the 
London road.

Surviving later than many religious establishments under 
Henry VIII, St Mary’s hospital was formally dissolved in 1544 
but was soon found a new use. For much of the period between 
1544 and 1814, the site was occupied by the victualling 
department of the Royal Navy, who converted parts of the 
building into a brewhouse and bakehouse, and into storerooms 

The latest phase included a reorganisation of the fields and the 
possible presence of a droveway leading down to the waters 
edge as well as, perhaps, the cutting of more pits, potentially 
of a more domestic character.

The earlier levels and features were covered in a thick 
layer of soil washed down from the upper slopes to the east, 
perhaps due to intensive agricultural use of the land and 
maybe climatic factors. This material was probably deposited 
in the later medieval period. Agriculture recommenced after a 
further reorganisation of the fields, and lasted until industrial 
expansion in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century, initially represented over parts of the site by the 
extraction of clay for brickmaking, a very important industry 

in the area. Only limited evidence of such 
quarrying was recorded, since the site was 
on the fringe of the main brickearth fields.  
The first paper mill, powered by a head of 
water provided by a millpond was mostly 
west of the examined area and dates to 
around 1700, although a mill of different 
type may have been present before.

After numerous changes of ownership 
and in later days some significant 
vicissitudes, these earlier operations 
were superseded by the expansion of 
the paper mill during its heyday under 
Edward Lloyd from the late 1860’s and 
his son Frank Lloyd in the early twentieth 
century, swallowing up large expanses of 

the earlier rural landscape in the immediate vicinity; this was 
associated with the general spread of urban infrastructure 
at this time, spurred on by industrial expansion. Most of the 
industrial remains investigated related to elements of boiler 
houses in the first of Edward Lloyd’s mill buildings (No. 4 Mill, 
c 1860s) and the later No. 2 Mill constructed around the end 
of the Victorian period. Domestic terraces, some constructed 
by Lloyd in the 1870s for his workers were also examined. The 
industrial features, primarily the underground flues for sets of 
Lancashire-type boilers and the remains of their associated 
infrastructure, although only partially exposed, were recorded 
in some detail and provide an example of the difficulties of 
interpreting these forms of industrial remains in the context of 
a rapidly developing and large scale manufacturing complex. 
As well as presenting a history of the mill, the processes of 
paper making in the latter half of the nineteenth century and 
the demography of the immediate area at that time, are also 
briefly considered.

The domestic buildings near the mill form a small sample 
of the rapidly expanding urban development of industrial 
cities and towns during the later nineteenth century, and 
provide some evidence for the particular Victorian concerns 
and problems with public health that this growth engendered. 
Artefactual evidence from the structures also gives a glimpse 
of the social life of the local working class in the very late 
nineteenth century.

Jon Rady

a renowned archaeologist and passionate supporter of the 
Trust’s work, who was influential in the creation of the Trust in 
1976 and sat on the Board of Trustees for many years. 

The lecture is to occur in person and livestreamed via Teams. 
Location: Canterbury Christ Church University campus, Powell 

Lecture Theatre Pg09

beautiful piece of Roman Samian Ware, which still had a little 
bit of decoration visible. It was a very encouraging find for all of 
us, giving us hope to find more! One thing I particularly enjoyed 
however was engaging with the public. The great people at the 
Friends of Westgate Parks had set up a marquee just outside 
the site, encouraging passers-by to come and look. I would 
explain to them what we were doing, and why, and show them 
some of our most interesting finds, as well as explaining what 
we believed was the story of this location. The public were 
incredibly interested in the Samian Ware, as they held it in their 
hands, and I explained how old it was. They actually gasped! 

It was an incredible experience, being able to work on my 
skills, as well as learn new ones, whilst also engaging with the 
public, exposing them to parts of Canterbury’s rich history they 
might not know about. Also, being able to work on a site that 
was shaping Canterbury’s history as a whole, piece by piece, 
and helping play a small part in the Canterbury Archaeological 
Trust’s ‘Twenty Centuries at Canterbury’ project, is something I 
am very thankful for…

The findings of the dig were significant, even though no 
Romano-British buildings were found! 

The base of the trench revealed typical river lain deposits of 
silty clay as seen in previous excavations nearby. A sherd of late 
Iron Age imported fineware was retrieved from this material, 
which is in keeping with the current understanding of the 
late prehistoric occupation of the floodplain. The earliest cut 
feature was a late Iron Age/Romano-British ditch, on the same 
alignment as many of the field boundaries that underpin the 
topography of early Durovernum. This ditch had been mostly 
cut away by a larger, much later feature: another ditch on the 
same alignment, but of post-medieval date. It was this later 
ditch that contained a lot of residual Iron Age and Romano-
British pottery, and ceramic building materials; it also directly 
links the ancient topography to post-medieval and latter-
day Whitehall Road. The road in the landscape today is not 
only aligned with the late Iron Age and Romano-British ditch 
system but could originally have been a Roman road in itself, 
approaching a junction with Watling Street! The investigation 
continues…

Blake Galloway and Jake Weekes

for wheat flour and biscuits. Accordingly, the medieval hospital 
buildings underwent numerous alterations during this period. 

In 1831, the hospital complex was purchased from the 
victualling board, who no longer had any use for it, by the 
Government Board of Ordnance. Under this body, the oldest, 
north-western part of the medieval building complex was 
demolished, and many other changes were made. 

The Corporation of Dover purchased the premises from the 
Government in 1834, and constructed a prison, town-hall 
and sessions house within the existing building complex. 
The prison eventually closed in 1877 and was subsequently 
demolished to allow the Connaught Hall to be erected on the 
site in 1881. This new hall was designed by William Burges as 
a grand assembly room, decorated in a lavish neo-Gothic style. 
This hall remains in regular use today and will be best known 
to certain Trust staff as being the established venue for the 
Dover Winter Beer Festival!

Restoration of the building
A major restoration project for the Maison Dieu building complex 
is now being carried out by Dover District Council, owners of 
the site, with significant financial support from the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund. This restoration work aims at upgrading 
the building for continued modern use as an assembly hall, 
but at the same time also reinstating something of the lost 
Victorian grandeur of Burges’s original design and discovering 
more about the structure of the medieval hospital, substantial 
parts of which remain hidden by later work. 

Community excavations
The present closure of the town hall complex will allow a rare 
opportunity to undertake some archaeological investigations 
inside the working building. In order to broaden out the scope 
of these investigations, three community excavations are also 
being planned outside the area of the main building in the 
hope of discovering more about ancillary structures associated 
with the complex. These excavations will take place on the 
following dates:

• Fri 8 to Sun 10 April 2022, 10am to 4pm 
• Tues 26 to Thurs 28 July 2022, 10am to 4pm 
• Fri 9 to Sun 11 Sept 2022, 10am to 4pm

Keith Parfitt
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The latest addition to the 
showcase is this painted 
window glass found during 
the Whitefriars excavation. 

unlockingourpast.co.uk

Christchurch Gate, Canterbury Cathedral

PREVIOUS ISSUES 

13 November 2021 14 December 2021 15 January 2022

126 pages, 33 figures including excerpts of old maps and 42 plates. 

Livestream link: 
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_
ZDJjNWNlOGMtOWU1ZS00ZWRjLWFkZTYtM2MzZjUzNmE2ZWMz%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%220320b2da-
22dd-4dab-8c21-6e644ba14f13%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%225438ffb7-ff66-44f6-9ccf-cf504309571b%22%2c%22IsBroadca
stMeeting%22%3atrue%7d&btype=a&role=a

Joining instructions
1. About 5 to 10 minutes before the start time, click the appropriate link, or copy-and-paste it, or type it, into your browser.
2. Click ‘cancel’ when it prompts you to open Microsoft Teams.
3. Select ‘Watch on the web instead’.
4. Select ‘Watch anonymously’ unless you have a Teams or Microsoft account (if you are unsure, just select ‘watch anonymously’). 
You will see the event in progress, or there will be a holding screen telling you that it has not started yet. If the latter, make sure 
the title displayed matches the event you are hoping to attend.
5. Wait for the event to start. There is no limit to the times you can retry to enter while the event is in progress.

Blake, in the trench on  
the left, learning the 

shoveler’s flick . . .

Christchurch Gate, a Grade I listed building, was analysed, and 
recorded in some detail by the Trust in 2009, in anticipation 
of its restoration. The gate, completed c 1520, forms the main 
entrance into the cathedral precincts and is one of Canterbury’s 
most celebrated and photographed buildings.

Restoration of its fabric would not, however, start in earnest 
until the end of 2020. A watching brief, to be maintained by the 
Trust, formed part of the works, in order that any new evidence 
for the construction and development of the gate, that might 
be revealed, could be recorded. 

You can find the full article by Rupert Austin on our website: canterburytrust.co.uk/post/christchurch-gate

You can find the full article by Adelina Teoaca and Ihini Aambreen on our website: canterburytrust.co.uk/post/ct-scanning

General view of the vault. 
Below: The Christ Church 
Gate in the mid-to-late 

twentieth century  
(CPL: CCG 2066A).

Micro-CT Scanning: 
Innovations in the recording of cremation burials 

Conventionally, potential cremation vessels are block lifted 
on site – upon arrival at the Finds Department, the soil within 
the urn is excavated in spits to reveal what the urn contains. 
Simultaneously, plans are hand-drawn and pictures are taken 
to indicate the exact positions of materials found within the 
urn. This is a complex task that must be done slowly and 
carefully as the location, depth and extent of materials such 
as cremated human bones or other pyre goods are unknown. 
There also looms the possibility of human error – in case of 
cremation urns, there is a high chance of destroying cremated 
bone fragments during excavation, since they are already quite 
soft and brittle due to extensive exposure to high temperatures. 
This can skew the findings.

In 1993, the Trust’s osteoarchaeologist Trevor Anderson 
carried out the first ever Computerised Tomography (CT) scans 
of cremation urns from Each End, Ash – a method that had 
previously been used for examining mummified material or 
facial reconstruction but never for cremated human remains.

CT scan of a part of vessel 
(6279) – shaft of long bones 

can be visualised clearly.

Excavation is currently ongoing at Melbourne Avenue, 
Newington, Ramsgate on behalf of WW Martin, following 
an earlier evaluation. A small team led by Andy Macintosh 
assisted by Callum, Heather, Jamie and Tom with supervision 
cover from Laura McArdle are nearing completion of the works.

The earliest activity appears to be a series of medieval ditches 
and pits that form part of a field system running parallel and 
perpendicular to the alignment of Melbourne Avenue.  In 
addition to the field system there were two roughly parallel 
metalled linears that seem to have initially formed as pairs of 
shallow ruts that were later filled with flint and then further 
consolidated to establish two flint-cobbled track-ways. The 
most northerly track-way would appear to have been in use 

into the post-medieval period with evidence of clinker lining 
and brick debris, the southern may have been earlier.

The most significant feature encountered was situated in the 
south-east of the site on the corner of a field boundary and on 
the same alignment as the southern track-way. This comprised 
a sunken feature structure approximately 5m long by 2.9m 
wide with ‘clunch’ built walls on three sides. The building was 
open on its north-eastern side with the suggestion of a ramp 
into an associated irregular shaped erosion hollow (comparable 
with those encountered on the Thanet earth excavation). The 
hollow also had a small ramp on its western side suggestive of a 
possible entrance that was perpendicular to the possible earlier 
track-way. Interestingly an upturned limestone mortarium 
was recovered from this proposed entrance-way. So far two 
interventions across the hollow have revealed features that 
contained heat affected material. Finds recovered from the 
interior of the structure indicate a medieval date, with a small 
number of recovered iron nails perhaps suggestive of a wooden 
superstructure. Other activity on site is indicative of quarrying 
and a redeposited layer of chalk to the west of the later track-
way was probably associated with modern development of the 
housing estate adjacent to the site.  

Andy Macintosh 

Left: General view of 
excavation. 

Right: Sunken feature 
structure during excavation.

Scale 0.5m.  

Construction cut for sunken 
feature structure. 

Scale 1m.  

The limestone mortarium. 
Scale 10cm. 
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